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A public goods model of outcomes from
online knowledge sharing mediated by
mental model processing

Ronald E. Rice, Marni Heinz andWard van Zoonen

Abstract

Purpose – This study aims to take a public goods approach to understand relationships between

collecting and contributing knowledge to an online knowledge sharing portal (KSP), mental model

processing and outcomes at the individual and collective levels.

Design/methodology/approach – This study reports on a survey (N = 602) among tax

professionals, examining the perceived individual and collective benefits and costs associated

with collecting and contributing knowledge. Hypotheses were tested using structural equation

modeling.

Findings – Collecting and contributing knowledge led to considerable mental model processing of

the knowledge. That in turn significantly influenced (primarily) individual and (some) collective costs

and benefits. Results varied by the kinds of knowledge sharing. Whether directly from knowledge

sharing, or mediated through mental modeling, the perceived costs and benefits may be

internalized as an individual good rather than being interpreted at the collective level as a public

good.

Research limitations/implications – The study is situated in the early stages of a wiki-type online KSP.

A focus on the learning potential of the system could serve to draw in new users and contributors,

heightening perceptions of the public goods dimension of a KSP.

Practical implications – A focus on the learning potential of the system could serve to draw in new

users, and thus the number of subsequent contributors, heightening perceptions of the collective, public

goods dimension of a KSP.

Originality/value – This study explores how knowledge sharing and mental model processing are

directly and indirectly associated with individual and collective costs and benefits. As online knowledge

sharing is both an individual and public good, costs and benefits must be considered from both

perspectives.

Keywords Public goods, Collective level, Individual level, Mental modelling, Online knowledge sharing

Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction

Knowledge sharing is a precondition for creating and effectively using knowledge in

organizations (Hislop, 2013; Huysman and De Wit, 2003; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995).

Shared knowledge can empower individuals, improve individual and group decision-

making, and increase organizational performance, innovativeness, and the ability to

respond to environmental changes (Mirzaee and Ghaffari, 2018). Knowledge sharing is

especially critical for knowledge workers and professionals (Singh et al., 2018), and in

turbulent and limited-resource environments (Sedighi et al., 2016). Non-market benefits

accrue as well, such as employee satisfaction, a sense of organizational or community

coherence, challenges to currently held beliefs, and greater awareness of other actors and

expertise (Prusak and Cohen, 1998).
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Theory, research, and technological innovation have extended the process and analysis

of knowledge sharing to include the role of online sites and services. These include blogs,

e-mail distribution lists, intranets, multimedia contribution sites, online communities, online

calendars, peer-to-peer file sharing, social media, wikis, etc. Web 2.0 and social media are

becoming pervasive contexts for diverse kinds of information sharing for a wide range of

purposes by dispersed participants (Ellison et al., 2015; Kim and Adler, 2015; Osatuyi,

2013) (for example, Wikipedia and Researchgate). For reviews, diverse names, and

categories of online knowledge sharing systems, see Khansa et al. (2015), Malinen (2015),

Phang et al. (2014), and Phelps et al. (2012). We use the general term knowledge sharing

portal (KSP). KSPs help in creating, sharing, integrating, and applying knowledge within,

across, and outside of organizations (Cheung et al., 2013; Deng and Poole, 2011). KSPs

facilitate commons-based peer production, involving large numbers of users who

“cooperate effectively to provide information, knowledge or cultural goods without relying on

either market pricing or managerial hierarchies to coordinate their common enterprise”

(Benkler and Nissenbaum, 2006, p. 394; Shirky, 2008). Knowledge producers are

becoming more important social and economic actors, providing increasingly greater, but

still often undervalued, contributions in both organizational and online contexts (Caputo and

Evangelista, 2017).

Much research has explored the many influences on online knowledge sharing on the

individual level (among others, see Chen and Hung, 2010; Heinz and Rice, 2009; Hocevar

et al., 2019; Kraut and Resnick, 2011; Malinen, 2015; Razmerita et al., 2016; Singh et al.,

2018). But influences on individual use are only part of the process. In a sense, much prior

research on KSPs leaves out how the user engages with their knowledge collecting and

contributing, and implications of such sharing for the user’s online community. Thus, a fuller

picture would also distinguish among using KSPs for 1) collecting or 2) contributing

knowledge and their influences on 3) costs and 4) benefits at both 5) individual

and 6) collective levels. Further, little work on KSPs has assessed 7) how knowledge

sharing affects processing of that knowledge, and 8) how that processing in turn influences

those costs and benefits at the different levels.

2. Conceptual foundations

2.1 A public goods approach

A core tenet of public goods theories is that typical incentive structures favor using or taking

from public resources over contributing one’s own resources voluntarily (Hardin, 1968).

However, production of online public goods involves collaboration, coordination, and

shared user assistance (Zhang and Wang, 2012). This tension pits the interests (costs and

benefits) of the individual against the interests (costs and benefits) of the collective

(Cabrera and Cabrera, 2002; Dawes, 1980; Razmerita et al., 2016), resulting in a social

dilemma.

This issue is especially salient in the context of knowledge sharing, due to (at least) two

unique characteristics of public goods: non-excludability, and jointness of supply or

nonrivalrousness (Barry and Hardin, 1982). Individuals cannot be excluded from consuming

a public good, and an individual’s consumption of the good typically does not diminish the

amount available to others.

Many online sites provide content publicly available to anyone who visits; thus, they exhibit

non-excludability. Content in most sites is a non-rivalrous good, part of what Kollock (1999)

called the online “gift economy”; viewing or using the information does not remove it from

others. Further, unlike most interpersonal and group exchanges, collecting and contributing

knowledge in an online environment do not have to be dyadically or directly reciprocal.

Instead, contributions generally constitute generalized reciprocity, where members (group,

community, organization, society) contribute to, but also collect from, the general
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community, without expectation of direct individual reciprocation. Generalized reciprocity

seems to be more likely in online communities, due to the public goods aspect, but also

appears to be both an evolutionary strategy influenced by sparse networks (van Doorn and

Taborsky, 2012) (such as in online communities) and a common organizational behavior

(through paying it forward or improving reputation; Baker and Bulkley, 2014).

So, from a public goods perspective, a fundamental challenge of or tension in knowledge

sharing is having participants willing to both collect knowledge from, and contribute

knowledge to, the shared public good (Jarvenpaa and Staples, 2000; Kalman et al., 2002),

given that both can involve costs and benefits, at both the individual and collective levels.

2.2 Mental model processing

Few studies discuss how online users process shared knowledge in ways that might

influence the costs and benefits of collecting and contributing, tending to assume that

knowledge sharing directly and positively affects outcomes. Yet information in and of itself

holds little value if it is not integrated with or reinforces existing knowledge, or used to build

and develop new understandings and insights. New knowledge arises not from

experiences alone, but also from prior experiences that people have reflected on and made

sense of (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995), and how it is interpreted, framed, and integrated

with their existing mental models and worldviews, either reconfirming or changing them

(Brewer, 1987; Polanyi, 1966). A mental model is “an internal representation of a concept

[. . .] or an inter-related system of concepts [. . .] that corresponds in some way to the

external structure that it represents” (Chi, 2008, p. 67). Mental model processing is one

aspect of learning, or using knowledge to develop new understandings to help shape

behaviors (Chiu et al., 2017). Wasko and Faraj (2000) demonstrated that mental model

processing could help to refine individuals’ thinking, challenge preconceptions, and

develop new insight in electronic communities of practice.

Thus we propose the importance of mental model maintenance and mental model building

(Vandenbosch and Higgins, 1996) in understanding outcomes of online knowledge sharing.

Mental model maintenance includes reproduction, assimilation, accretion, and routinization.

It affects the extent to which the shared knowledge can be applied in a meaningful way

(Alavi and Leidner, 2001). For example, shared knowledge may provide missing or

corrected aspects of the mental model, or provide evidence reinforcing an existing model

(Chi, 2008).

Mental model building includes production, accommodation, structuring, and risk. Mental

model building occurs when existing mental models are changed to accommodate new

knowledge. Modification of a flawed model requires more than just new, correct information;

it requires mental model transformation (Chi, 2008). Calabrese et al. (2018, pp. 223-224)

remark that “great historical revolutions were subsidiaries of the adoption of new

interpretative schemes of reality.” One of the benefits of mental model building is its

contribution to anticipating possible consequences of future actions, creating motivations,

behavioral regulators, and efficacy about those future actions (Bandura, 1989). Self-efficacy

can foster the motivation and effort to acquire knowledge and competencies in spite of

required effort and difficulties. Further, to the extent that mental model maintenance is a

form of memory, self-efficacy can also improve the cognitive effort to reinforce that memory.

Mental model maintenance and building may invoke different levels of effort, resistance,

complexity, risk, changes, and improvements, thus influencing costs and benefits. Section

3.3 discusses plausible relationships between mental model maintenance and building,

and knowledge contributing and collecting.

A highly related distinction is between the organizational learning concepts of exploitation

and exploration (Gupta et al., 2006; March, 1991). Exploitation is similar to maintenance in

that both are based in applying existing knowledge and understandings. Exploitation
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emphasizes transfer and use of knowledge, and small improvements. Exploration is similar

to building in that both involve discovery, developing new knowledge, understandings and

relationships, combining knowledge in innovative ways, and change. Both pairs are

orthogonal concepts, not ends of a single continuum. Managers, business units, and firms

may have lower or higher levels of ambidexterity, or the “ability to combine exploration and

exploitation related activities” (Mom et al., 2009, p. 812). We argue similarly that individuals

engage in both kinds of mental model processing, whether high or low, depending on the

type, context, and topic of knowledge sharing. However, mental model maintenance and

building are primarily forms of cognitive processing of knowledge whereas much of the

organizational literature treats exploitation and exploration as different kinds of actions

based on that knowledge (see, for example, the scale items in Mom et al., 2009). Referring

to Katona (1964), Calabrese et al. (2018) note a distinction, similar to that between

maintenance and building, between “habitual behaviors” (applying known rules or routines,

often without a decision process, or without the need for one), and “authentic decisions”

(based on perceiving a situation as new, requiring a new response and reorganization of

knowledge). Other somewhat related concepts include the contrasting organizational

orientations of control and learning (Simard and Rice, 2006), single-loop learning and

double-loop learning (Martin, 2008), processing of superficial features vs. processing of

structural relationships (Grégoire et al. (2010), and capability or the “ability to assimilate and

apply new knowledge in recombinative ways” (Yates et al., 2010, p. 545).

3. Knowledge sharing, outcomes and mental model processing

3.1 Knowledge sharing

Throughout, we prefer the term knowledge to information, to include not just facts or explicit

procedures, but also evaluation and interpretation of that information, and potential for

enabling action (Chhim et al., 2017). However, these terms are highly debated and overlap

within and across disciplines (Rice et al., 2001).

For a KSP to be useful, successful, and sustainable, there must be sufficient and valuable

knowledge sharing (Malinen, 2015). Knowledge transfer is sometimes presented as more

general than sharing, as it involves both prior and subsequent aspects, ranging from

developing, searching and locating, through validation, application, and reuse (Chhim

et al., 2017). The term knowledge exchange is also often invoked: “Knowledge sharing is

defined as the exchange between a contributor and a seeker” (Mirzaee and Ghaffari, 2018,

p. 501). Chiu et al. (2017) however distinguish sharing from exchange; sharing is pro-active,

without others explicitly seeking the knowledge, while exchange includes both sharing and

seeking. A typical distinction within sharing is between seeking and sharing, or between

seeking and contributing (Singh et al. (2018). Still, the term “seeking” implies a variety of

preparatory processes beyond actually obtaining or collecting, such as browsing, seeking

or searching for, or accessing that knowledge (Case and Given, 2016; Rice et al., 2001).

While “mostly[,] sharing means contributing knowledge, but in some studies, KS contains

both contributing and receiving knowledge” (Stennis et al., 2016, p. 183). Law et al., 2017,

p. 1486) define knowledge sharing as “the provision and reception of know-what and know-

how for performing tasks among organizational members.” Similarly, Razmerita et al. (2016,

pp. 1225-1226) argue that “at the individual and group level, knowledge sharing comprises

both knowledge ‘donation’ and knowledge ‘collection’”. Thus, we use the general term

knowledge sharing to represent two distinct directions of knowledge flow via a KSP. One is

collecting, whereby a user actively obtains knowledge via a KSP. The other is contributing,

whereby a user actively makes knowledge accessible to others via a KSP. In spite of the

tensions identified in the public goods approach, online communities nonetheless survive

because people do in fact return to the site, and contribute and collect (Brake, 2014). Out of

the 104 articles on organizational knowledge sharing reviewed by Cleveland (2014), 80

involved seeking (a precursor to collecting), and 71 involved contributing, but none
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specifically referenced collecting. Not distinguishing collecting from contributing confounds

their motivations, and their positive and negative outcomes (He and Wei, 2009).

3.2 Individual and collective costs and benefits

Individuals hope to reduce costs and obtain benefits through using a KSP (Phang et al.,

2014). Further, Serenko and Bontis (2016) noted that knowledge sharing can involve an

exchange of benefits, but also of costs. However, an important aspect of public goods is

the notion of both negative and positive network externalities, in which interdependent

individual actions can affect both other individuals and the community in ways that are not

captured by the costs or benefits accrued by any one individual (Shapiro and Varian, 1999).

So, accumulated individual benefits and costs can generate collective benefits and costs,

and vice versa. For example, owner-managers making decisions based on individual-level

and organizational interests can affect collective-level and societal outcomes (Del Giudice

et al., 2017). Thus, costs and benefits of collecting and contributing knowledge can occur at

the individual and the collective levels (Chiu et al., 2017; He and Wei, 2009; Razmerita et al.,

2016).

3.2.1 Individual costs. Collecting costs include the time and effort expended to collect

knowledge from a KSP, difficulty in finding or evaluating desired information from large

amounts available, evaluating the credibility of the contributors, processing junk or

otherwise non-useful information, specific costs for early adopters who do not find much

relevant information and have few others to learn from, and decreases in either individual or

organizational social trust (Cabrera and Cabrera, 2002; Markus, 1990; Monge et al., 1998;

Wasko and Faraj, 2000; Razmerita et al., 2016).

Contributing costs are often conceptualized in terms of time and effort, both start-up and

continuing (Monge et al., 1998; Yuan et al., 2005). These include learning to use the system,

hard-to-use features or interfaces, slow response time, difficult or time-intensive

procedures, giving up control over valuable content, losing competitive advantage,

organizing information, learning the appropriate language and format of posts, concerns

about privacy, security needs, and obligations, criticism and loss of face, loss of authority,

damaged reputations from contributing low-quality or incorrect information, increased

expendability, reduced job security, employee deskilling, etc. (Arazy and Gellatly, 2012;

Cabrera and Cabrera, 2002; Chang and Chuang, 2011; Constant et al., 1994; Cress and

Kimmerle, 2008; Fulk et al., 1996; Kim and Adler, 2015; Monge et al., 1998; Taskin and Van

Bunnen, 2015; Yuan et al., 2005).

H1a. Knowledge sharing (H1a1 collecting and H1a2 contributing) will be positively

related to individual costs.

3.2.2 Collective costs. Collective outcomes are typically seen as positive (Constant et al.,

1994); thus, collective costs have received little research attention. Collecting knowledge

that could threaten the reputation of a knowledge-intensive profession (e.g. consulting, law,

health, financial services, etc.) or network of practice represents a collective cost to both

participating and non-participating members. In addition, competing interpretations or

perspectives about diverse KSP contributions can lead to confusion (Kraut et al., 1998), and

thus loss of credibility in the community or profession. Public consumption of knowledge

resources can also lead to crowding and information overload (Fulk et al., 1996).

Providing incentives to encourage contributing can paradoxically have the adverse effects

of producing a high volume of low quality knowledge (Cabrera and Cabrera, 2002; Fulk

et al., 1996), generating redundant creation and storing of knowledge (Prusak and Cohen,

1998), or the unwanted or accidental sharing of knowledge (Ritala et al., 2015).

H1b. Knowledge sharing (H1b1 collecting and H1b2 contributing) will be positively

related to collective costs.
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3.2.3 Individual benefits. Collecting knowledge via a KSP may include explicit benefits such

as a reduction in time and energy to perform work tasks, an increase in competence,

promotions, raises, or bonuses, the ability to compare across different sources and experts,

searching at one’s own pace during problem-solving, providing benefits to multiple other

users, and not having to know the specific individual provider to obtain the knowledge (Fulk

et al., 2004; Vandenbosch and Higgins, 1996; Yuan et al., 2011).

Contributing to a KSP would hardly be a worthwhile endeavor if individuals didn’t receive at

least some benefits in return. However, tangible benefits such as monetary rewards or a

promotion may not be applicable for knowledge sharing communities that develop outside

of formal organizational boundaries. Instead, individual benefits from contributing to self-

organizing online communities may include satisfying a desire for psychological or

intangible rewards such as an increase in status or reputation in a collective (if contributions

and their authors are visible) and gaining a positive feeling from helping others (Huysman

and De Wit, 2003; Wasko and Faraj, 2000; Wasko and Faraj, 2005). Benefits may be

intrinsic (confirm ability to provide useful information) and extrinsic (such as reciprocity,

social capital, reputation) (Hocevar et al., 2019; Osatuyi, 2013).

H2a. Knowledge sharing (H2a1 collecting and H2a2 contributing) will be positively

related to individual benefits.

3.2.4 Collective benefits. More contributions to online communities foster both community

longevity and value over time (Bagozzi and Tsai, 2014; Chen and Hung, 2010). Members

can observe others’ contributions, emphasizing a social norm of sharing or improving a

group or organization (Yates et al., 2010). One primary public good that arises as a result of

contributing to discretionary databases is communality, or the availability of a collective

pool of knowledge to achieve both generalized (indirect reciprocity) and productive

(information combined to produce new solution) exchanges (Fulk et al., 1996; Monge et al.,

1998; van den Hooff et al., 2003). KSP use may also be positively related to connectivity, the

public good of being able to communicate and connect with others in a community,

especially when it has achieved critical mass (Fulk et al., 1996; Kraut et al., 1998; Markus,

1990). Thus, as a critical mass of users and contributions develops, the benefits of positive

network externalities of communality and connectivity quickly exceed the costs of individual

participation (Markus, 1990; Shapiro and Varian, 1999).

H2b. Knowledge sharing (H2b1 collecting and H2b2 contributing) will be positively

related to collective benefits.

3.3 Knowledge sharing and mental model processing

As noted in Section 2.2, one contribution of this research is the inclusion of mental model

processing into the online knowledge sharing process (Chen and Hung, 2010). Both

contributing and collecting to KSPs can help develop better knowledge. Even contributors

engage in some form of learning because they must organize, understand, conceptualize,

and analyze the knowledge to share it (Chiu et al., 2017). Collecting knowledge also

requires common understandings to make sense of the knowledge, which in turn can

reinforce and develop one’s knowledge, and generate new knowledge. The KSP user must

make sense of and interrelate the shared knowledge (Hecker, 2012; Phelps et al., 2012) to

internalize and create new information that can become part of a synergistic solution

(Ghobadi, 2015). Knowledge transfer in general involves “evaluating, recognizing,

absorbing, assimilating and adopting knowledge” (Tangaraja et al., 2016, p. 663);

“‘information’ is transformed into ‘knowledge’ only in an individual’s mind based on one’s

interpretations, values, beliefs and experiences” (p. 657). For example, online innovation

contest communities rely on users’ willingness and ability to “recombine, modify, and

integrate knowledge that others have provided” (Füller et al., 2014, p. 275). Thus both kinds
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of knowledge sharing should foster both kinds (i.e. maintenance and building) of mental

model processing.

H3. Knowledge sharing (H3a collecting andH3b contributing) will be positively related to

mental model processing (maintenance and building).

3.4 Mental model processing and costs and benefits

This study contributes to the literature on (online) knowledge sharing (both collecting and

contributing) by including mental model processing as a partial mediator between

knowledge sharing and outcomes of costs and benefits at individual and collective levels.

As there is no prior research specifically on this relationship, we make the following tentative

arguments. Mental model maintenance and building should influence the perception and

extent of those costs and benefits of knowledge sharing. Concerning costs, engaging in

model maintenance should lower the sense of risk or possible unsuitability of the shared

knowledge, and reduce some of the perceived complexity of the knowledge. Thus, possibly

maintenance is more relevant to reducing individual-level costs (compared to collective-

level costs, because individual complexity reduction is more directly experienced) of both

collecting and contributing. Concerning benefits, maintenance should reinforce one’s

understanding of and confidence in the shared and collective knowledge, making it easier

and more satisfying to conduct one’s work. Model building may require more time and effort

to process and integrate new knowledge, perhaps more so for collecting than contributing,

but also increases the risk for the sharing community by distributing novel perspectives and

solutions. However, this same innovative building may generate positive benefits to both the

individual and the collective, by solving those problems, saving future time and effort, and

increasing the value of existing knowledge. Without much prior research in this area, we

propose two sets of general hypotheses:

H4. Mental model processing (maintenance and building) will be negatively related to

individual (H4a) and collective (H4b) costs.

H5. Mental model processing (maintenance and building) will be positively related to

individual (H5a) and collective (H5b) benefits.

H3, H4 and H5 also imply several indirect effects:

H6. Knowledge sharing (contributing and collecting) will be positively related to mental

model processing, which will in turn be negatively related to individual (H6a) and

collective (H6b) costs.

H7. Knowledge sharing (contributing and collecting) will be positively related to mental

model processing, which will in turn be positively related to individual (H7a) and

collective (H7b) benefits.

4. Method

4.1 Research site

This study examines initial usage of TaxAlmanac, a voluntary, public online collaboration

system created by Intuit for tax professionals. Intuit launched the system in May, 2005,

modeling it after Wikipedia, an open online collaboration tool used as a reference source for

a variety of topics (see, for example, Cress and Kimmerle, 2008). Wikis not only support the

sharing of both explicit and tacit knowledge and the development of knowledge bases, but

also conversations about that knowledge (Arazy and Gellatly, 2012). Eventually its content

included the following categories: main page, forums, general, what’s new, income,

deductions, depreciation, credits, state, business, miscellaneous, forms and publications,

code and regulations. It provided updated codes and forms only through 2007/2008, but

continued to allow posting and discussions until it was closed to contributions in 2014 (it is
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still available as an archived site at www.taxalmanac.org/index.php/Main_Page.html). By

that time, there had been over 5.6 million accesses of the main page, and over 27,000

forum discussions. As with other professionals (such as health care or legal), tax

professionals must update and evaluate their knowledge regularly to benefit from learning

from their peers. Thus knowledge sharing platforms improve their ability to provide good

client service (Singh et al., 2018). Tax professionals could use TaxAlmanac in a number of

ways, including posting and answering questions, creating, editing, and posting comments

on articles (such as on new tax regulations, tax scenarios or tax preparation tips), browsing

or searching articles and non-editable reference materials, creating, browsing and posting

comments on user introduction pages and/or user pages and browsing the history of recent

contributions. Individuals who wished to browse contributions on the website did not need

to register or log in. However, making a contribution required an individual to have a

registered user name (no other information was required) to log into the website. Registered

members could add information to their user page on a voluntary basis which, in turn,

became visible to other users, thus providing a mechanism for verifying some authors’

credentials and offering opportunities for interaction.

4.2 Procedures

4.2.1 Access and background information. We gained access to Intuit through a personal

introduction to TaxAlmanac’s product manager, who became the primary contact for all

subsequent communications (including weekly phone calls up through the survey

administration). Contractual documents included a corporate proposal, a statement of

participant anonymity, an organizational support statement (later to be sent to registered

users in an email containing the survey link), human subjects’ approval at the researcher’s

university, and an Intuit contractor agreement that was modified to fit an academic research

context.

To better understand the context of TaxAlamanac and its users, and their relevant terms

and concerns, we first sought background information from interviews and focus groups.

One-hour stakeholder semi-structured interview sessions were conducted with 15

employees at Intuit’s professional tax headquarters who were involved in the creation,

design, development, and/or use of TaxAlmanac. Then two focus group sessions were

conducted by a third party market research company with tax professionals who averaged

around 425 clients. The stakeholder interviews and focus group discussions emphasized

four themes: tax research resources, benefits of using Tax Almanac, costs of using

TaxAlmanac, and motivations for either contributing or collecting knowledge through

TaxAlmanac. These qualitative understandings were used to customize the survey for this

particular KSP usage and user group.

4.2.2 Survey. Insight gained from the interviews and focus group sessions, as well as

established scales in the literature, were used to develop a survey that integrated the

language of tax professionals, and used conceptually meaningful measures of usage,

subjective costs and benefits of contributing and collecting knowledge from TaxAlmanac.

Four members of Intuit’s 12-person Tax Advisory Board – a group of registered users who

provided feedback and advice on TaxAlmanac – completed and critiqued a printed draft of

the survey. To meet Intuit’s criteria for a survey length acceptable to their users, the original

survey of 164 items (reflecting a more complex model with more concepts and scales with

more items) was iteratively reduced to a final version containing 79 items (including a range

of individual and collective influences, not studied here). This iterative process took into

account the conceptual relevance of each scale or item to the model, stakeholder and

Advisory Board advice, reliabilities and factor analyses of previously established scales,

and item face validity. Thus, due to the survey length constraint, nearly all scales are

shortened versions, consisting of their two strongest and most indicative items of their

original forms.
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A half-year after the launch of Tax Almanac, in mid-November 2005, an email with a

hyperlink to the final survey was sent to the 3,447 registered TaxAlmanac users who had

valid email addresses. Two follow-up emails were sent between late November and mid

December 2005. All survey respondents had the option of entering a raffle drawing to

receive one of five $100 gift cards provided by Intuit. A third party research company

administered the survey and collected the data (with raffle contact information stored

separately from the survey data and not available to Intuit or the researchers), which was

not available to Intuit. The electronic survey randomized the sequence of questions within

sections for each respondent, thereby controlling for any scale-specific item order effects.

Unfortunately system-monitored usage data was not available, due to Intuit’s policies about

protecting their professional clientele.

4.2.3 Sample. The total number of respondents was 1,238 (35.9 per cent response).

However, only 602 provided responses to all of the 31 items used in testing this study’s

model. Little’s MCAR test indicated no significant pattern of missing responses (x2 =

3,057.5, df = 3,219, p = 0.98), thus justifying listwise deletion with no need for imputing

missing values from the full sample. Of the final sample, 67.5 per cent were male. Most of

the respondents were experienced professionals with an average of 20.3 years of

experience (SD = 10.9). The mean number of tax returns their business prepared in the

prior tax year was 7,500 (SD = 617.5; these did not include one outlier reporting 400,000),

and the percent of time allocated to tax preparation vs. non-tax preparation work was 67.5

per cent. Concerning respondents’ age, 30.5 per cent of the respondents were between 45-

54 years old, and another 33.7 per cent were in the 55-64 age group; 7 per cent were under

25, 5.5 per cent were between 25 and 34, 12.5 per cent were between 35 and 44, and 16.9

per cent were 55 or older. 44.6 per cent of the respondents earned a MS/MA/CPA degree

and 31.6 per cent earned a BS or BA degree, while 5.2 per cent had only a high school

degree, 15.2 per cent had an enrolled agent degree, and 3.4 per cent a PhD. Their

organizational types were primarily sole proprietor 54.3 per cent or corporation 28.2 per cent.

4.3 Measures

4.3.1 Knowledge sharing portal use for knowledge sharing (collecting and contributing).

Five items constituting collecting knowledge (two were deleted based on the measurement

model analysis), and four for contributing knowledge (one was deleted), were derived from

the stakeholder interviews, focus groups, prior literature, and an analysis of the TaxAlmanac

website.

4.3.2 Mental model processing. For mental model processing, two items each of

Vandenbosch and Higgins’ (1996) seven-item mental model maintenance and eight-item

mental model building scales were used. However, in their study, factor analysis did not

distinguish between the two concepts and scale reliability was higher when the two

concepts were combined, and our results were similar, so we used the one combined scale.

4.3.3 Individual and collective costs and benefits of knowledge sharing through a

knowledge sharing portal. The survey explicitly instructed participants to consider the costs

and benefits of using TaxAlmanac, based on their experience using it. At the individual

level, costs and benefits were measured for collecting and for contributing, yielding four

measures:

1. individual costs of collecting (four items);

2. individual costs of contributing (two items);

3. individual benefits of collecting (two items); and

4. individual benefits of contributing (two items; one was deleted based on the

measurement model).
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Some of the costs and benefits identified from the stakeholder interviews and focus group

sessions shared much in common with previously developed and tested items, so three

items at the individual level were adapted from prior research: two items from value and

cost constructs (Fulk et al., 2004), and one item from impact on reputation (Wasko and

Faraj, 2005).

At the collective level, two separate collective cost items were developed, one that

addressed effects on the credibility of tax professionals more generally (harm to

profession), and another that captured the notion of cognitive limits in information

processing (March and Simon, 1958) and the need for accuracy when doing tax-related

work tasks (too many interpretations). However, this latter item was deleted from the model,

leaving one indicator for collective costs (harm). Collective benefits consisted of a two-item

scale for communality developed for this study, and a two-item scale for connectivity from

four items of Van den Hooff et al.’s (2003) scale.

Table I presents descriptive statistics of the items and scales, and scale Cronbach alphas.

4.4 Analysis

To test the hypothesized model we used structural equation modeling in AMOS 24.

Incremental indices (the Tucker–Lewis Index [TLI] and the comparative fit index [CFI]), and

absolute indices (a standardized version of the root mean squared residual [SRMR] and the

root mean square of approximation [RMSEA]) were used to gauge model fit. The x2 statistic

primarily serves as a relative measure to evaluate model fit between the retained and

alternative models or nested models using a Dx2 test. The confidence intervals for

parameter estimates were calculated by extracting 5,000 bootstrap samples. Before the

analysis, multi-variate normality assumptions were examined and curve-estimations to

determine whether the relationships in the model were sufficiently linear, with no problems

indicated. Moreover, Harman’s single factor test to extract a single factor indicated an

explained variance of 31.83 per cent, suggesting the absence of common method bias

(Malhotra et al., 2006). This conclusion is substantiated by a latent variable approach we

used known as a common latent factor analysis (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, and

Podsakoff, 2003. Comparison between the factor loadings in the model with the common

latent factor and the model without the common latent factor indicated no substantial

differences (i.e. >0.20). As such we do not need to include common method bias corrected

composites.

5. Results

5.1 Measurement model

The measurement model demonstrates good model fit: x2 (224) = 573.73; CFI = 0.96;

TLI = 0.96; SRMR = 0.05 and RMSEA = 0.051 (CI: 0.046, 0.056). Discriminant validity of

the factors in the model was assessed through factor intercorrelations (table available

from the authors). The model contains moderate to substantial factor correlations

ranging from �0.36 to 0.65, but none is as large as 0.70 or the alpha coefficients, which

provides support for the discriminant validity of the constructs (Kline, 2011).

Conversely, convergent validity was assessed by examining factor loadings and

squared multiple correlations (see Table I). The factor loadings were significant and

sizable, ranging from 0.60 to 0.98 on the intended constructs, exceeding the

recommended cut-off point of 0.60 (Kline, 2011). One item was removed from the final

model due to cross loadings on both collecting and contributing knowledge. This item

referred to looking up answers in the system. Arguably, although seeking the answer to

a question might be viewed as collecting knowledge, the manner in which this quest for

answers is conducted might also involve specific contributing behaviors, such as first

posting questions. Table I provides the squared multiple correlations, standardized
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Table I Measurement model

Item M SD a AVE/R2g St. loading Unst. Loadingd, e SE

Use – Collectinga 2.00 1.01 0.85 0.61

Freq searched for articles, IRS codes or treasury regs 2.00 1.18 0.74 0.859 1.000

Freq browsed the user introduction page 1.74 0.97 0.46 0.679 0.800 0.05

Freq use TaxAlmanac 2.26 1.35

Use – Contributinga 1.19 0.51 0.93 0.43

Freq posted articles 1.15 0.55 0.46 0.678 1.000

Freq edited articles 1.16 0.61 0.43 0.659 0.965 0.08

Freq answered questions that are posted on the Ask or

Answer a Tax Question Page (Q&A page) or on the User

Discussion Page 1.20 0.69 0.48 0.691 1.091 0.09

Mental Model Maintenance and Buildingb 2.76 1.86 0.93 0.91

Justify your decisions 2.68 1.89 0.90 0.947 1.000

Verify your assumptions 2.77 1.95 0.95 0.976 1.063 0.02

Improve your insight into an issue 2.94 2.02 0.90 0.949 1.072 0.02

Test your assumptions 2.63 1.86 0.88 0.940 0.974 0.02

Individual Costs – Collectingc 0.46

Locating specific information is too time consuming 3.89 0.87 0.88 0.41 0.644 1.000

I cannot trust the content that is available because I do not

know who the author is 3.95 1.19 0.42 0.644 0.967 0.08

The articles do not provide enough interpretation of tax code

to be useful 3.75 1.15 0.56 0.749 1.034 0.08

Not enough tax professionals contribute to make it valuable 3.81 1.05 0.46 0.681 1.023 0.08

Individual Costs – Contributingc 3.97 0.94 0.93 0.60

The process for posting content is confusing because it

requires the use of special commands or code 3.90 1.01 0.53 0.728 1.000

Posting content is too time consuming 4.04 1.10 0.67 0.820 1.232 0.14

Collective Costsc, f

The credibility of the tax professional community is harmed

by using the content from TaxAlmanac in tax preparation 2.59 1.33 – – – –

Individual Benefits – Collecting and Contributing Combinedc 0.76

Reduced the amount of time you spend researching tax

related questions 3.23 1.85 0.95 0.974 1.000

Improved the accuracy of the tax returns that you do 3.16 1.87 0.90 0.946 0.980 0.02

Given you a positive feeling about helping other tax

professionals 2.91 1.80 0.44 0.660 0.659 0.03

Collective benefits – Communalityc 4.98 1.29 0.89 0.83

The more that users share information on TaxAlmanac, the

more valuable that information is 4.92 1.32 0.75 0.868 1.000

The more that users share information on TaxAlmanac, the

more time & effort the tax professional community saves

overall 5.04 1.40 0.90 0.948 1.029 0.06

Collective benefits – Connectivity 4.33 1.15 0.92 0.67

It is easier for tax professionals to get in touch with each

other 4.33 1.28 0.60 0.775 1.000

Tax professionals obtain information from, and provide

information to, other tax professionals faster 4.34 1.25 0.73 0.857 1.136 0.11

Notes : N = 602; a1 = never, 2 = only once or twice total, 3 = once a month, 4 = 2-3 times a month, 5 = once a week, 6 = 2-3 times a week,

7 = once a day or more; b1 = not at all, 4 = moderate, 7 = to a very great extent; c1 = strongly disagree, 4 = neutral, 7 = strongly agree;
dall factor loadings are significant at p < 0.05; eunit loading indicators constrained to 1.000; fcollective costs was measured using a

single observed indicator, so there are no factor loadings; gvalues in italic are average variance extracted (AVE)
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and unstandardized factor loadings, and standard errors. These indicate that the

measurement model adequately represents all latent constructs, allowing examination

of the structural model.

5.2 Structural model

Figure 1 presents the structural model with standardized regression coefficients, showing

direct, but not indirect, effects. The structural model fits the data: x2 (255) = 813.99; CFI =

0.94; TLI = 0.93; SRMR = 0.07 and RMSEA = 0.060 (CI: 0.056, 0.065). Knowledge sharing

explains 49.5 per cent of the variance in mental model processing. Knowledge sharing and

mental model processing explain from 4 to 16 per cent of costs, and from 7 to 49 per cent of

benefits.

5.2.1 Direct effects. All [bracketed intervals] reported below are bias-corrected, 95 per cent

confidence intervals.

H1. Concerning individual costs, collecting knowledge was not significantly associated with

individual costs of collecting (b� = 0.006 [�0.197; 0.178], p = 0.981), and was just barely

not significantly associated with individual costs of contributing (b� = 0.154 [�0.011; 0.328],

p = 0.064) (H1a1). Contributing knowledge was not associated with individual costs of

collecting (b� = 0.093 [�0.100; 0.284], p = 0.392), but was with individual costs of

contributing (b� = 0.231 [0.069; 0.399], p = 0.005) (H1a2). Concerning collective costs,

collecting knowledge was negatively related to collective costs (b� = �0.353 [�0.509;

�0.195], p < 0.001) (H1b1), but contributing knowledge was not significantly related to

collective costs (b� = 0.103 [�0.030; 0.255], p = 0.130) (H1b2). These results only partially

Figure 1 Structural regressionmodel with standardized parameter estimates

Knowledge 
sharing
a) collecting
b) contributing

c) maintenance & 
building

Costs – individual  
contributing 
a) =  0.15   *
b) =  0.23  **
c) = –  0.51   ***

Outcomes 

Costs
d) individual collecting
e) individual contributing
f) collective costs harm

Benefits
g) individual collecting & 
contributing
h) collective 
communality
i) collective connectivity

adj R2 = 0.16

adj R2 = 0.21

Benefits – collective  
connectivity
a) = 0.15*
b) = 0.04   n.s.
c) = 0.13   n.s.

Costs – individual 
collecting 
a) = 0.01   n.s.
b) = 0.09   n.s.
c) = –0.2    3    **

adj R2 = 0.   04

Costs – collective harm
a) = –0   .35***
b) = 0.10   n.s.
c) = –0   .09    n.s.

adj R2 = 0.   15

Benefits – individual –
collecting & contributing
a) = 0.01   n.s.
b) = –0   .05    n.s.
c) = 0.71***

Benefits – collective –
communality 
a) = 0.38***
b) = –0   .04    n.s.
c) = 0.13   n.s.

adj R2 = 0.  49

adj R2 = 0.07

Mental Model Processing
a) = 0.63***
b) = 0.15**

adj R2 = 0.50

System use Mental 
Model 
Processing

Notes: Values are standardized path coefficients between lettered factors and labeled construct; *p < 0.10; **p < 0.05;
 ***p < 0.001
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support the rationale reflected in H1a (but only for contributing and individual costs) and

H1b (but only for collecting and collective costs).

H2. Concerning benefits, surprisingly, collecting knowledge is not associated with

individual benefits (b� = 0.006 [�0.110; 0.132], p = 0.910). However, collecting is related to

collective communality benefits (b� = 0.376 [0.211; 0.554], p < 0.001) but not to collective

connectivity benefits (b� = 0.148 [�0.011; 0.332], p = 0.068) benefits (H2a1). Also

surprisingly, contributing knowledge is not associated with individual (b� = �0.047 [�0.150;

0.046], p = 0.318), collective communality (b� = �0.053 [�0.233; 0.097], p = 0.485) or

collective connectivity (b� = 0.038 [�0.121; 0.196], p = 0.651) benefits (H2b2). These

results provide only limited support for H2a, but do not support H2b. Thus knowledge

sharing by itself seems to directly foster some costs and few benefits.

H3. Both collecting (b� = 0.625 [0.546; 0.703], p < 0.001) (H3a) and contributing (b� =

0.147 [0.032; 0.259], p = 0.017) (H3b) knowledge were significantly positively associated

with mental model processing, supporting H3.

H4. Mental model processing is indeed negatively related to individual costs of contributing

(b� = �0.514 [�0.662; �0.370], p < 0.001), and to individual costs of collecting (b� =

�0.229 [�0.424; �0.023], p = 0.032), but is not significantly related to collective costs (b� =
�0.088 [�0.221; 0.046], p = 0.188).

H5. Mental model processing is positively related to individual benefits (b� = 0.713 [0.614;

0.804], p < 0.001), but not significantly related to collective communal benefits (b� = 0.131

[�0.032; 0.294], p = 0.113), or to collective connectivity benefits (b� = 0.126 [�0.049;

0.288], p = 0.135).

That is, mental model processing is associated with individual, but not collective, costs and

benefits. Hence, these findings support H4a and H5a, but not H4b or H5b.

5.2.2 Indirect effects. Several hypotheses proposed indirect effects, with mental model

processing as the mediator. Table II reports both the standardized and unstandardized

indirect effects.

H6 (costs). Collecting is related through mental model processing to (H6a) individual costs

(both collecting (b� = �0.143 [�0.273; �0.017], p = 0.029), contributing (b� = �0.321

[�0.434; �0.227], p < 0.001)), but not to (H6b) collective costs (b� = �0.055 [�0.136;

0.028], p = 0.178). Similarly contributing is related through mental model processing to

(H6a) individual costs (both collecting (b� = �0.034 [�0.098; �0.004], p = 0.020),

Table II Standardized and unstandardized indirect effects

Indirect effect x!m! y

Standardized Unstandardized

b�
BC 95%CI Bootstrap BC 95%CI

Low Up p b SE Low Up p

H6a,Collecting!mmp! ind. costs collecting �0.14 �0.27 �0.02 0.03 �0.25 0.12 �0.50 �0.04 0.03

H6a,Collecting!mmp! ind. costs contributing �0.32 �0.43 �0.23 0.00 �0.56 0.11 �0.81 �0.36 0.00

H6a,Contributing!mmp! ind. costs collecting �0.03 �0.10 �0.00 0.02 �0.12 0.09 �0.40 �0.02 0.02

H6a,Contributing!mmp! ind. costs contributing �0.08 �0.15 �0.02 0.01 �0.27 0.14 �0.61 �0.07 0.01

H6b.Collecting!mmp! coll. costs �0.06 �0.14 0.03 0.18 �0.17 0.14 �0.43 0.09 0.18

H6b.Contributing!mmp! coll. costs �0.01 �0.05 0.00 0.12 �0.09 0.09 �0.37 0.02 0.13

H7a.Collecting!mmp! ind. benefits 0.45 0.38 0.53 0.00 1.89 0.17 1.58 2.25 0.00

H7a.Contributing!mmp! ind. benefits 0.10 0.02 0.19 0.02 0.93 0.45 0.19 1.98 0.02

H7b.Collecting!mmp! communal benefits 0.08 �0.02 0.18 0.11 0.24 0.16 �0.06 0.51 0.11

H7b.Collecting!mmp! connectivity benefits 0.08 �0.03 0.18 0.13 0.18 0.13 �0.06 0.43 0.12

H7b.Contributing!mmp! communal benefits 0.02 �0.00 0.07 0.07 0.12 0.10 �0.01 0.43 0.07

H7b.Contributing!mmp! connectivity benefits 0.02 �0.00 0.06 0.08 0.09 0.08 �0.01 0.34 0.07

Note:mmp =mental model processing
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contributing (b� = �0.075 [�0.148; �0.020], p = 0.012)), but not to (H6b) collective costs

(b� = �0.013 [�0.049; 0.003], p = 0.123). These results support H6a, but not H6b.

H7 (benefits). Collecting is positively related through mental model processing to (H7a)

individual benefits (b� = 0.445 [0.375; 0.525], p < 0.001), but not to (H7b) collective

benefits (communal (b� = 0.082 [�0.021; 0.180], p = 0.111), connectivity (b� = 0.079

[�0.030; 0.184], p = 0.129)). Contributing is also related through mental model processing

to individual benefits (H7a) (b� = 0.104 [0.022; 0.192], p = 0.016) but not to collective (H7b)

benefits (communal (b� = 0.019 [�0.001; 0.065], p = 0.068), connectivity (b� = 0.018

[�0.002; 0.061], p = 0.077)). These findings support H7a but not H7b. In both paths, we

see that both collecting and contributing knowledge affect individual costs and benefits

through mental model processing, but not collective costs and benefits.

6. Discussion

6.1 Contributions

This study has several strengths and makes several contributions. First, it involves a

reasonable-sized sample of professionals using a public KSP. Second, it distinguishes

between collecting and contributing knowledge, between costs and benefits, and between

individual and collective levels, all consistent with a public goods approach. Both collectors

and contributors of a KSP aim to reduce costs while obtaining benefits (Brake, 2014). But,

based on a public goods perspective, it is insufficient to consider only individual costs and

benefits. Indeed, the tension between individual and collective costs and benefits lies at the

heart of the public goods perspective. Third, it assesses the influences of both kinds of

knowledge sharing on both costs and benefits, at both individual and collective levels.

Fourth, it includes and identifies the mediating role of mental model processing (here,

maintenance and building combined). These distinctions unconfound a variety of concepts

and measures in prior studies of online knowledge sharing, and emphasize the importance

of including how users process shared knowledge to explain costs and benefits at various

levels in online environments.

6.2 Individual and collective costs and benefits

Surprisingly, neither collecting nor contributing knowledge was much directly associated

with individual costs or benefits, with the exception of both being related to contributing

costs. Participation in the early stages of a KSP may not have yet generated individual

perceived benefits, yet still involved costs associated with contributing, a crucial tension in

the public goods approach. That is, an inherent challenge from a public goods perspective

is to foster enough early contributions (at some cost) to generate enough individual and

collective resources (a benefit) to encourage ongoing collection and contribution. Early

collecting activities may have heightened awareness of the possible costs of contributing in

the first place.

Collecting knowledge is directly related to all the collective costs and benefits. Individual

collecting usage, even in this early stage of the KSP, can be associated with awareness of

possible harm to the tax professional community, but also of possibilities for greater contact

among professionals and positive network externalities (increasing value of information and

time savings for the community). This again supports the public goods argument. Thus,

promoters of KSPs should emphasize both individual and collective benefits to early users,

even just collectors.

However, contributing knowledge was not significantly associated with either collective

costs or benefits. One may discount the possibility of one’s own contributions harming the

community (as a cost). Further, as noted, this study was based on the beginning time

period of the KSP use, so there would have been less time to perceive implications of
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contributing on the community, as compared to the more immediate implications of one’s

own collecting. More generally, though, this again underscores the public goods tension

between individual and collective actions and outcomes. The perceived benefits of

contributing are somewhat heightened by the extent to which one believes others in the

profession will be able to benefit from the knowledge. But that is somewhat more abstract

and projective than implications of one’s own knowledge collecting, here, to solve tax

problems of benefit to the professionals and their clients. Thus posting on a KSP the positive

evaluations by collectors of one’s contributed knowledge would encourage more

contributions, increasing the positive network externalities of such KSPs. Also, when other,

already established, knowledge repositories exist (e.g. in this case IRS.gov), substituting a

new KSP for individuals’ already established ways of doing things can pose a cost that

some might choose not to bear. Presenting the new system as a complementary medium

that provides yet another source of knowledge, and especially the potential for contributing

knowledge, rather than as a replacement to existing repositories designed just for

collecting, could increase such systems’ potential for success.

Further, both research models and practical KSP implementations should not only explicitly

assess both costs and benefits, but also test and finds ways to reduce forms of costs at

both individual and collective levels.

6.3 Mental model processing and individual and collective costs and benefits

Both collecting and contributing knowledge are related to individual costs and benefits

indirectly through mental model processing. How users of a KSP process the knowledge

they collect and contribute affects their perceptions of the outcomes of that use. Thus

models of online knowledge sharing cannot simply assume direct effects (either positive or

negative) on outcomes. Indeed, integrating ways in which users process shared knowledge

may serve to decrease inconsistencies in results across knowledge sharing models.

In contrast, collecting and contributing knowledge were not related to collective costs and

benefits when mediated by mental model processing. This suggests that when knowledge

is used to maintain current frameworks, or build and develop new understandings, the

perceived costs and benefits are internalized as an individual good rather than being

interpreted at the collective level as a public good. This has significant implications for

fostering the public goods aspect of online communities. As public goods and collective

outcomes may be more abstract and less observable, KSP designers and managers may

wish to find ways to emphasize and visualize the (esp. beneficial) collective aspects more

explicitly. A focus on the learning potential of the system – through both mental model

maintenance and building – could serve to draw in new users, and thus the number of

subsequent contributors as well, heightening the perceptions of the collective, public goods

dimension of a KSP. Moreover, the concepts involved in the fundamental mental models

developed before the world of online knowledge sharing – that is, a more individual-level,

direct reciprocation approach – may need to be transformed through mental model building

(Chi, 2008) to heighten awareness of collective level, or public goods, aspects, such as

generalized reciprocation and connectivity and communality benefits.

6.4 Limitations

As with many information and communication technology studies, the data were gathered

at a single research site, involving one specific KSP, at one time period, making it

impossible to generalize the findings to other KSP systems and user populations, or to

assert causality. However, the study does involve individuals engaged in professional jobs

participating in a self-organizing online knowledge sharing community, making these results

at least somewhat relevant to similar public KSP communities. Much of the prior research

has focused on knowledge sharing activities in traditional organizations, in which the costs/
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benefits might be quite different (and more obvious) from those involved in more public and

online forms of organizing. The data come from very early adopters (in the first six months of

TaxAlmanac), so only represent initial impressions. The relationships would likely change

with the vastly more expansive involvement of the later adopters. For example, with more

time, users, and knowledge sharing, there would be a critical mass of users and content,

leading to more reinforcement between contributing and collecting, and more positive

network externalities, generating a more obvious public good nature of the online content

and user network. Extensive usage would also likely make the costs and benefits more

perceptible and pervasive. Most of the scales were limited to two items to maintain an

acceptable survey length, although they were derived from the high-loading items in

existing validated scales, and nearly all had good reliability.

6.5 Directions for future research

A central characteristic of knowledge is the extent to which it is explicit or tacit. Tax

information would seem to be primarily explicit rather than tacit, as it must satisfy formally

stated federal and state tax regulations, and involves explicit calculations. Further, Polanyi

(1966) argues that exchanging or codifying tacit knowledge requires extended social

interaction. Thus, we might expect more influence of tax knowledge sharing on mental

model maintenance rather than on building (though we cannot distinguish those outcomes

here as both processes loaded on the same factor). Nonetheless, many regulations and

contexts are open to interpretation, requiring sharing more tacit information (Marchant and

Robinson, 1999), and stimulating more mental model building. Thus future research would

include measures of the tacitness/explicitness of the knowledge collected or contributed.

While this study considers mental model maintenance and building as the mediating

process between online knowledge sharing and various outcomes, future research could

look much more deeply at the cognitive processes involved in making sense of and

decisions based on that shared knowledge. As just one example, Grégoire et al. (2010)

content-analyzed verbal protocols of managers discussing whether and how they might

recognize opportunities for development of two new technologies (made up by the

researchers). “Different kinds of mental connections play[ed] different roles in the process

of recognizing opportunities, with different consequences” (p. 413). Processing superficial

features was somewhat similar to mental model maintenance, as features of the new

product were compared to similar features of relevant sources in memory. However,

processing structural relationships, somewhat similar to mental model building, required

understanding the underlying causal linkages and engaging in learning and problem

solving. So a similar approach would expand our understanding of the roles of mental

model maintenance and building in the context of online knowledge sharing.

In the context of online value co-creation in consumer tribes, Dominici et al. (2017, p. 93)

concluded that “consumers process, transfer, and share information that is directed to

attempt the emergence of an accepted and shared self-image.” This seems similar to

mental model maintenance as it reaffirms and assimilates existing mental modes, but

possibly also requires some building to establish that share image. Hence, future research

may investigate the mental model processing in the context of consumers sharing

knowledge with each other about a common product, service, company, or interests. It

might also be interesting for future research to examine the ways in which emotion

regulation processes (Gross and John, 2003) affect mental model processing in the context

of knowledge sharing and how this is related to habitual behaviors and authentic decisions

(Calabrese et al., 2018).

More rigorous testing of causal relations in general, the mutual influence both of usage and

outcomes (such as including expectations about outcomes measured separately from post-

user outcomes), and among system usage, sharing and mental model processing, would

result from a longitudinal study. Future research might also expand the range of positive
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and negative outcomes, such as social capital, psychological well-being, brand loyalty, and

greater social connectedness (Malinen, 2015). From a public goods theory perspective,

future work should include collective-level measures of collective costs and benefits to

complement the current study’s individual-level perceptions of collective outcomes.

Finally, a more complete model of online knowledge sharing would of course include

motivations and other influences on online knowledge sharing (Heinz and Rice, 2009;

Hocevar et al., 2019), the relevance of prior knowledge (Grégoire et al., 2010), the initial

processes of seeking and searching, other intervening processes (such as validation), and

other aspects of sharing, both potentially positive, such as re-use, and potentially negative,

such as hoarding, hiding, withholding, hostility, ignorance, and disengagement (Chhim

et al., 2017; Chiu et al., 2017; Serenko and Bontis, 2016; Trusson et al., 2017). More

generally, it would include other distinctions about and measures of online participation,

such as the simple dichotomy of active (e.g. posting) vs passive (e.g. viewing or reading,

including lurking) uses, consuming vs creating, asking vs. answering, general posting vs

directing content to specific others (e.g. threads, replies), and sharing vs joining online

social structures or interacting with others on the site (Malinen, 2015).
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